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Executive Summary
This white paper argues the case for creating our future cities and communities ‘by design’. For
smart city projects relying on technology, our approach begins with a vision and goals for the city,
explores the kind of services that deliver them, and ultimately reveals the foundational roles that
data and ecosystems play in underpinning the desired outcomes. Without these foundations the
vision and dreams crumble or at best are only partially realised.
Thus, with our vision, goals and essential foundations in place, when we tackle a specific city
challenge or problem we do so in the context of the ‘big picture’ of forward-looking vision and
goals. The big picture design predetermines each puzzle piece’s correct shape and location. Each
new city solution creates, then places its jigsaw puzzle piece in its rightful place even though, for
now, many other important pieces don’t yet exist.

Smart City Jigsaw1

Every jigsaw needs to be assembled on a sturdy work table. Our ‘table’ is the solid foundation on
which we build the jigsaw picture puzzle and has been carefully constructed to support the
finished work. For a city, the foundation is the ‘data infrastructure’ (e.g. data, analytics, data
flows2) supported in turn by an ecosystem of governance, business models and policies etc.
Future city services are often provided by the private sector in a services marketplace. The good
news is that cities do not have to interfere with this marketplace but rather design and facilitate
the foundational elements. The other good news is that many of the components of ‘data
infrastructure’ that deliver on the intangible future-proof aspects of customer satisfaction are
themselves future-proof — they only need to be implemented once.
A smart approach to smart and future cities not only helps us improve and build better cities, it
helps us as a nation build leading capabilities that we can export to the world. But we can’t do this

1

‘Smart City Jigsaw’ is a derivative of photo courtesy of Tourism Australia (US Army images gallery) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons.
Licenced under CC BY 4.0 by CSIRO.
2

Communication pathways between actors who produce or use data.
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by simply copying others. When sailing boats sail against the wind they take zigzag paths to reach
their goal. During a race — due to subtle swings in wind direction — slower boats can outperform
faster ones by making the right choice to ‘zig’ (say to the left) when the boat in front is choosing to
‘zag’ (to the right). In fact, even if you are a fast boat coming from behind, you can only overtake
by choosing at some points to ‘zig’ when leading boats are ‘zagging.’ Thus to win, at some point
you must take a different course to the boats in front. The same is true of future city
innovation. If all we ever do is copy the lead of others we can never take the lead ourselves. The
trick is knowing when and how to deviate from leaders’ paths. Our proposed vision-driven
framework ensures that we recognise how and why we should be different and when to change
course compared to others.
By way of contrast strategies that focus on technology first or solving point problems with point
solutions, naturally result in fragmentation and walled gardens of solutions that do not
interoperate together. This hampers further innovation and wastes investment dollars. In
addition, our ‘by design’ approach eliminates the gamble and uncertainty behind Open Data
approaches to innovation.
Ultimately, this paper is a call to governments and publicly funded entities in particular to be
proactive, and take up the challenge and responsibility to create better cities rather than adopt a
passive role, hoping the free market can deliver desired outcomes for our citizens and the
economy.
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Introduction
A Future City or Community seeks to be more sustainable, resilient and liveable for its citizens.
Increasingly, cities recognise that data plays a foundational role in meeting these goals, but have
little or no strategy or methodology that ties the vision and goals to the pre-requisite data
foundations and future services necessary to deliver on those goals. We call these data
foundations, ‘data infrastructure’. Like any infrastructure, in an ideal world the ‘data
infrastructure’ should be designed, planned and rolled out in advance of the need. Data
infrastructure is not physical infrastructure, but rather the data, analytics and data flows 3 that
underpin future services and goals.
To ensure a practicable implementation the design for the ‘data infrastructure’ must be supported
by workable governance and business model frameworks. In cases where there is market failure,
an ecosystem of policies, regulations, agreements and standards may also be required.
Lack of good data infrastructure hampers innovation and fosters fragmented point solutions to
city challenges, and ‘walled gardens’ where valuable data is locked up in the hands of private
entities. Well-designed data infrastructure actually makes the process of innovation more
efficient and increases the effectiveness of the services marketplace by facilitating novel and
integrated solutions by solution providers that would otherwise not be possible.
Unfortunately in many cases the role and value of data is an afterthought. Open data strategies
are an example of this because they seek to extract additional value from data already in
existence. While proven beneficial, these open data strategies support random innovation by
serendipity rather than by design and intent. We can do better!
This paper advocates a fresh approach to thinking about Future Cities and Communities that
addresses these challenges.

Cities by Design or Chance?
‘Business as usual’ is failing to ensure the health and well-being of life on this planet. Humanity’s
ongoing expansion in numbers and impact is stretching the finite resources of our world. Ad-hoc
approaches are no longer effective ways to deal with increasing complexity and the need to satisfy
competing demands on limited resources. Fresh approaches to how we think about cities and
communities are essential to ensure that we live well within our planet’s finite resources and
capability to support life.
Cities should take a proactive role in steering their cities towards a sustainable future and not
leave fixes to chance or hope that the negatives of ‘business as usual’ somehow transform
towards positives. In short, we should collaboratively design and create the future we want and
not leave it to chance.

3

Communication pathways between stakeholders who produce or consume data.
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The Headline Vision
To design and create the cities and communities of the future we should first start with a headline
vision and goals that define success. We can then work downward through levels of sub-visions
and sub-goals that support the grand headline vision.
For future cities we can define the headline vision as a city that is Sustainable, Resilient and
Liveable (see Figure 1). Note that our definition of sustainability here embraces not only
environment, energy and food, but also social equality and economic goals for a society.4
 Sustainability is about developing systems and strategies that are beneficial and endure without
accumulating negative impact;4
 Resilience is about developing systems that can function under stress and survive change (e.g.
economic or natural disasters); and
 Liveability is about making our cities great places to live and be. Liveability refers to the
desirable ‘extras’ that lie outside the fundamental and basic needs defined by sustainability
goals.4

Figure 1: An example of a headline city vision.

City leaders can then work downwards from these aspirations to more detailed goals.
Note that several organisations are promoting different suites of ‘city indicators’.5 These are a
useful starting point when thinking about city goals and considering how to measure progress.

4

We consider sustainability in its broadest form encompassing all the UN Sustainable Development Goals
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs: 1 No Poverty, 2 Zero Hunger, 3 Good Health and Well-Being, 4 Quality Education, 5 Gender Equality, 6
Clean Water and Sanitation, 7 Affordable and Clean Energy, 8 Decent Work and Economic Growth, 9 Industry Innovation and Infrastructure, 10
Reduced Inequalities, 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities, 12 Responsible Consumption and Production, 13 Climate Action, 14 Life Below Water,
15 Life On Land, 16 Peace Justice and Strong Institutions, 17 Partnership for the Goals.
5

See for example ISO 37120:2014 Sustainable development of communities -- Indicators for city services and quality of life.
https://www.iso.org/standard/62436.html
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City Leadership
As representatives of citizens, and suppliers of services, all publicly funded organisations have a
leadership responsibility to help guide our future cities and communities toward the best they can
be. Not only local, state and federal governments have a key role to play but also other publicly
funded agencies such as public transport providers and research organisations.
Ideally, our city vision and goals should be developed in collaboration with citizens, businesses and
other stakeholders. That being said, our leaders have the additional responsibility of being
‘thought leaders’ — those who best understand and can articulate the ‘big picture’ challenges
facing future cities and communities. This includes how our city visions and goals address (or fail
to address) both national and global challenges.
The ‘by design’ approach advocated in this white paper helps government consider whether
‘market failures’ will prevent industry and the free market from fulfilling the vision and goals. It
helps answer the question, ‘What is the minimum that a government can do to achieve the goals?’
and also, ‘Does the government have to build some new infrastructure or can desired outcomes
be achieved with the right mix of policies, regulations, agreements and standards to stimulate the
market to deliver on the goals?’
The starting point of all the above is to put aside concerns and pre-conceptions about the role of
government, business models, who pays, privacy, data etc. We need to stand back from the
complexities, clean our mental ‘slates’, and take a deep breath. It’s time to take a fresh approach
to how we think about cities.

Future Cities Thinking —
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A ‘City by Design’ Framework
For projects that will have a data component, Figure 2 shows how we can work systematically
downward from goals (1) to the ‘data infrastructure’ and business models (6 & 7), and the
ecosystem elements (8), required to support the goal.

Figure 2: Our approach begins with a future city goal.

Figure 2 is both a framework of key components and a guide for thinking through how a goal can
be achieved.
Table 1 explains the levels shown in Figure 2.

Future Cities Thinking —
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Table 1: ‘City by Design’ framework.

1

LEVEL AND EXPLANATION
Goal
The goal and its hierarchy of higher level goals that provide context.
[Citizen-centric goals are particularly useful, as are City Indicators.]

2

Use Cases
These are examples or stories that highlight the ideal outcome. This defines what success or an ‘ideal world’
looks and feels like to each ‘actor’ in the story.
By making contrasts to the status quo or do-nothing scenarios, we answer the question, ‘What problems are
being solved?’

3

Requirements
These are the high-level requirements of the system to support the Use Cases in (2). Requirements include the
types of future services (5) and also the underpinning components (6–8 ‘Data Infrastructure…’ etc.) required to
deliver those services.

4

Design
The high-level systems design or blueprint that is the unifying context for the otherwise fragmented mix of
Solutions and Services (5) that will deliver the goals.
As the design becomes more concrete, it will capture the choices made in levels (6-8) below.

5

Solutions/Services
The services of the future to deliver on the goal, and the gaps and challenges of existing services preventing the
future outcome.
‘Solutions’ include future decision support tools that provide evidence-based planning and operations
capabilities for cities. Such tools answer the ‘tough questions’ and challenges facing cities, e.g. citizen
patronage of infrastructure and new transport modes, future demand for housing, best practice building
management, and real-time congestion minimisation.

6

‘Data Infrastructure’ and Physical Infrastructure
These are the intangible and tangible (physical) infrastructure foundations on which future Solutions/Services
(5) are built.
Data infrastructure is a term we have coined to draw attention to the oft-neglected data, communications,
analytics, simulation and modelling related intangible elements of infrastructure. We make sure we have
identified these before we consider governance, funding and ecosystem challenges (7–8).
Questions regarding data and physical infrastructure requirements include:
 Which actors need what kind of information when?
 What analytics are required on raw data?
 What new data (if any) needs to be collected?
 What predictions are required?
 What is required and what already exists?
 Do we need an Internet of Things strategy to collect the data we need?
Governance, Marketplace and Business Models
This component ultimately helps us to understand government's role. If we can envisage the business models
and marketplace that will support the ultimate goals then perhaps there is little to do. If there are significant
marketplace gaps there may be a need to establish a new Ecosystem (8) to address those gaps.
Data privacy, system security and access control are all issues addressed here and in level 6.

7

8

Ecosystem – Policies, Regulations, Agreements, Standards…
Policies, regulations, agreements and standards are the required ecosystem to support the marketplace,
business models and effective functioning of the ‘data infrastructure’.
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5.1 Benefits
There are multiple benefits to the goal-driven approach of Figure 2.
A Fresh Look
It is a back-to-basics approach beginning with the fundamentals. By putting aside preconceptions
and constraints the approach lends itself naturally to new insights and new opportunities for
innovation.
Future Proofing
By its nature the approach is forward-looking. We work backward from plausible ideal future use
cases to the realities of today. This naturally adds an element of future proofing. Furthermore, as
will be explored in Section 0, in the process we will seek to identify data infrastructure elements
that are truly fundamental and future-proof. Such elements may be worthy of higher priority and
special consideration.
Prioritization
We can prioritise, and start putting a value on, elements of missing or poorly managed data
infrastructure.
We can see clearly upon which particular elements of data infrastructure our visions and goals for
future citizens depend. Importantly we see circumstances where if certain data items cannot be
captured, managed and communicated then certain goals can never be met.
Since the implications and benefits are clear, we have a fresh incentive and persuasive arguments
to tackle thorny issues such as privacy and data sensitivity.
Planning and Road Mapping
The approach leads naturally to developing data infrastructure plans and road maps in advance of
the need. This is why we collectively call the intangible elements of data, models, analytics and
data flows, ‘infrastructure’. Because just like physical infrastructure they are fundamental to
supporting the future, and just like physical infrastructure they should be designed, ‘built’ or
provisioned in advance of the need.
Selling Change via Use Cases
Change is never easy. Key stakeholders need to be ‘sold’ on the benefits of establishing a
particular data infrastructure, governance and ecosystem etc. Our use cases embody our vison
and goals in real-life examples. These become a valuable ‘sales tool’ to convince concerned or
sceptical stakeholders to grasp the vision that is at stake.
Our use cases help answer the question, ‘What problems are being solved by this new approach?’

5.2 Complimentary Approaches to ‘Goal Down’
While we advocate starting from goal downward this shouldn't prevent us from thinking about the
data challenges in other ways. Approaching the problem from different angles reduces the
likelihood that obvious future data infrastructure requirements could be inadvertently overlooked.

Future Cities Thinking —
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5.2.1 City Actor Questions
In this case we take a moment to begin at level ‘2 Use Cases’ (Figure 2) by considering questions
for key actors in our area of interest. We consider the following:
‘In the plausible future what questions would actor XXX regularly need answered?’ and
‘What data infrastructure will be required to answer those questions?’
The answers are various elements of data infrastructure. We then contextualise the data
infrastructure into goals for the city then work systematically downward through the pyramid of
Figure 2. The following examples may help explain this process.
Road Network Operator Example
The following are two questions that a road network operator may regularly need answered and
the kind of data infrastructure required to provide the answer.
 ‘What is the current congestion at location XXX?’
– Data element requirement:
 Ideally the actor would like to know, ‘The current location of every vehicle in the
network’; but
 The ‘Number of vehicles per minute passing location XXX’ may be a useful
compromise.
 ‘What is the predicted congestion at location XXX in 45 minutes time?’
– Analytics element requirement:
 A congestion prediction model
– Data element requirement. Ideally the prediction model will take as an input:
 ‘The current intentions and original travel plan of every vehicle in the network.’
We can then take these items of data infrastructure and contextualise them into goals for the city,
e.g. congestion management and ‘30 minute city’ travel time targets (see Section 8.2). As we work
downward through the pyramid of Figure 2 many issues will be raised as we are forced to consider
the value of such information, the challenges involved in gaining access, and the need for and
value of supporting analytical models etc. We can also consider compromises and trade-offs. For
example, studies have shown that as few as 5% of vehicles providing live speed and location data
is sufficient for useful travel time measures.6 However, managing such valuable data has privacy
governance issues that must be addressed.
Road Network Planner Example
In an ideal world a road network planner would have historical versions of the vehicle data (above)
in order to build a statistical picture of demand. A planner would be very interested in

6

Cheu, R.L., Xie, C. and Lee, D.H. (2002), ‘Probe Vehicle Population and Sample Size for Arterial Speed Estimation’, Computer-Aided Civil and
Information Engineering, 17. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/1467-8667.00252
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understanding the vehicle type and purpose as well as origin and destination for freight through
the network.

5.2.2 Future Data
A second approach to taking a fresh perspective on data requirements is to ask some data related
questions about the future. Such as:
‘Do we believe that in the future data or information XXX will be available?’
Transport and Logistics Example
Do we believe that in the future all heavy vehicles will be tracked? Do we believe that in the
future all freight will be tracked and its progress visible to trusted parties?
If the answer to these questions is yes then we are stating the belief that somehow in the future
trust, privacy and sensitivity issues around such visibility issues will be overcome (perhaps
outweighed by benefits). This approach forces us to start considering the most cost effective
roadmap to achieve these outcomes. It forces us to think about the ideal data infrastructure
governance and policies steps of our pyramid required to enable this future.

5.3 Alternate Approaches to ‘Goal Down’
‘Aren’t there valid alternative approaches to that of Figure 2?’ In this section we compare our
approach to some common alternatives.

5.3.1 Why not start with a problem statement?
A popular approach to developing a smart city strategy starts by identifying the problem(s) —
‘What problem are we solving?’ (See Komninos et. al.7). This is also the starting point for
advocates of ‘design thinking’ methodologies (e.g. see SmartCities8). Using this approach we
might begin with a focus group of customers asking them about their problems and challenges.
We follow this by problem prioritisation; followed by solution implementations one problem at a
time.9

7

Komninos, N., Tsarchopoulos, P., & Kakderi, C. (2014). New Services Design for Smart Cities: A Planning Roadmap for User-Driven Innovation.
International Workshop on Wireless and Mobile Technologies for Smart Cities (pp. 29-38). Philadelphia: ACM.
https://mm.aueb.gr/research/mobihoc14/city/p29.pdf
8

SmartCities. (2011). Co-design in Smart Cities: A guide for municipalities from Smart Cities. http://www.smartcities.info/files/CoDesign%20in%20Smart%20Cities.pdf
9

Asking stakeholders what their problems are then addressing them one by one is analogous to building a house one room at a time. We could
start by first consulting the future occupants and asking each in turn what rooms they want (kitchen, bedroom, living room etc.). We could then
prioritise the room list and build each room in turn as a perfect stand-alone item according to their precise wishes. But in the end we’d get some
nice ‘rooms’ but no functioning house! Connectivity between rooms would be missing! The right approach is to start by presenting the
stakeholders with a concept blueprint for a complete house for their evaluation. Our ‘city by design’ approach does exactly this by taking a holistic
approach to vision for a future service such as ‘future mobility’.
Future Cities Thinking —
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A shortcoming of this approach is that it begins at level ‘5 Solution/Services’ of Figure 2 and works
downward10. The solution to the specific problem will have very specific requirements for ‘Data
Infrastructure’ and levels 6–8. The result is a ‘point solution’ without reference to the bigger
picture and future implications. This approach leads naturally to a marketplace of fragmented
solutions to specific challenges. The resulting ‘walled gardens’ then hamper future innovation.
This situation is shown symbolically in Figure 3. Solutions in the same domain (e.g. mobility) that
should share a common vision, goals, design blueprint, and same data infrastructure, end up as
isolated activities — often under the governance of competing actors. The lack of integration and
interoperability becomes a user complaint of ‘a need to consult too many apps’ and ‘systems that
don’t talk to each other’. Further innovation is blocked until the interoperability problem is
solved.11
Cities that identify data integration, connectivity and interoperability as key strategic challenges
are arguably suffering the effects of a ‘point solution to each point problem’ approach to
innovation.

Figure 3: Even though the domain may be common (mobility), a focus on point solutions to point problems results
in isolated systems surrounded by ‘walled gardens’ with no interconnection.

By way of contrast, in our model whenever a specific problem is identified it is first fitted into the
context of the ‘big picture’. That is, how it can be solved in the context of a future goal and vision.
For example, the commuter problem, ‘I’m frustrated because I don't know when the next bus will

10

In this case, the higher level steps ‘Goals’, ‘Use Cases’ and ‘Requirements’ are not holistic or ‘big picture’ as they should be, but rather tied closely
to the specific problem and solution.
11

Or a dominant actor begins to monopolise the domain.
Future Cities Thinking —
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arrive at this stop’ is absorbed into a larger framework that tackles the real, underlying, customerfocused challenges and problems that lie behind this question. From the city’s perspective these
include:





How can we provide you with the best customer care experience?12
How do we help you make your appointment on time?
How can we ensure timely and successful meetings (pick-ups) with transport services?13
How do we help you plan for a successful journey outcome (keep your appointment) and
provide you with meaningful choices such as cost and ‘probability of success’ information for
each transport option?
 How do we minimise frustration and discomfort such as waiting or standing during the journey?
 How do we minimise the frustration and burden of planning and risk assessment of each
journey option and the need to micro-manage a multi-modal journey?
 How do we minimise frustration when the plan is disrupted and help achieve a positive
outcome?
This problem-driven thinking reflects a very different mindset to the vision or goal-driven thinking
we advocate in Figure 2 and leads to very different outcomes. The differences in mindset are
summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Two ways to think.
PROBLEM-DRIVEN THINKING

VISION-DRIVEN THINKING

Here and now…
then work forward to the future

What could or should be…
then work back to the present

Problems of today.

Vision for the plausible future.

Specific city challenges.

Blueprints for future services and customer experiences.

Fixing current problems.

Create an environment for fixing current problems and
for future innovation.

Short term.

Long and short term.

Innovation

Incremental

Potentially disruptive

Outcomes

Point solutions, fragmented solutions,
bought off-the-shelf.

Create environment for present and future
interoperable solutions delivering the vision.

Lower up front.

Higher up front (designing and laying foundations, e.g.
data infrastructure).

High later
(to remediate fragmentation)

Low later

Starting
Point

Focus

Cost

Regardless of the approach, citizen engagement activities are important ways to keep our thinking
customer-focused — to ensure solutions are relevant and obtain customer ‘buy in’. However, this
must be done very carefully. As shown in Table 2, we need to present citizens with holistic, vision
and goal-inspired concept blueprints for evaluation and refinement.

12

At minimal cost within the constraints of the city.

13

During the planning stage and when travelling.
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In practice, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive but complimentary. City Leadership
(see Section 4) plays an important role to ensure we begin with vision-driven thinking while not
neglecting the important task of factoring in specific problems identified by citizens.

5.3.2 Why not start with the Internet of Things?
The Internet of Things (IoT) looks to a future where there are many interconnected sensors,
controllers and data sources that can be harnessed to support future solutions and services.
While IoT will revolutionize our ability to collect and use data, this approach begins at step ‘6 Data
Infrastructure & Physical Infrastructure’ of our model (see Figure 4).
Every investment in infrastructure should have clearly defined goals and purpose. IoT projects are
no different. By starting at step (1) with the goals and vision using our model (Figure 2), an IoT
strategy serves a clearly articulated meaningful purpose. The goals and vision provide the
necessary context for meaningful discussions around business models, governance and the
security issues surrounding IoT.14
In practice, many smart cities will need IoT as part of their physical, digital infrastructure. But
cities need to be clear on why they are collecting the data!

5.3.3 Why not start with a City Platform?
A city platform is a means to manage and govern city-related data. Like the IoT, city platforms are
fundamental physical infrastructure that can play a valuable role in underpinning new solutions
and services for our cities. However, like IoT, this approach has the disadvantage that it begins at
step ‘6 Data Infrastructure & Physical Infrastructure’ of our model (see Section 5.3.2 and Figure 4).
Every investment in infrastructure, such as a city platform, should have clearly defined goals and
purpose. By starting at step (1) with the goals and vision using our model (Figure 2), the
requirements and benefits of a city platform become clear and it forces the city to identify and
address governance and business model challenges in advance.15
In practice, many smart cities will need one or more platforms as part of their physical
infrastructure to support data sources such as IoT sensors, to support IoT device management,
and support data exchange between actors. But each city needs to be clear on why it is collecting
data before it begins!

14

In practice, most cities will want to collect data from sensors (e.g. air quality, temperature and congestion) and therefore will require an IoT
strategy. But the strategy and the selection and density of data being collected needs to be goals, not technology, driven.
15

In practice, most cities will need a platform to manage the data being collected (often from Internet of Things sensors). But the requirements for
the platform capabilities need to be goals, not technology, driven. The platform must be capable of enabling the city’s vision.
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Figure 4: ‘Technology first’ infrastructure approaches start in the middle and therefore lack purpose and planning —
a risk for Internet of Things and City Platform strategies.

5.3.4 Why not start with Open Data?
Open data strategies are a popular way to stimulate innovation at low cost. These strategies
extract additional value from datasets that already exist and have the potential to underpin new
solutions and innovations. These datasets are typically owned by government. By making these
data sets open to the public, governments trust that innovators will find new, creative ways to
combine and use data.16
Government-led Open Data initiatives are a ‘foundations up’ approach (see Figure 5). The
approach is relatively low cost and solves the lower level challenges of our model in Figure 2
because (starting from the bottom):
 We largely remove level 8 (Figure 2) the Ecosystem challenges17 because the data is open.18
 We remove the need for level 7 (Figure 2) ‘Governance, Marketplace and Business Models’
because the cost of collecting the data has already been absorbed by government.
 Level 6 (Figure 2) ‘Data Infrastructure and Physical Infrastructure’ is relatively easy because the
data already exists and is being stored somewhere. This leaves just one ‘Data Infrastructure’
question, ‘How do we best enable open access to everyone?’ This is not particularly costly to
solve.

16

Since data is the lifeblood of many services and innovations, Open Data strategies (while a gamble) have proven very valuable around the world.
See Carrara, W., Chan, W.S., Fischer, S. and Steenbergen, E. van (2015). Creating Value through Open Data: Study on the Impact of Re-use of Public
Data Resources. European Commission. https://www.europeandataportal.eu/sites/default/files/edp_creating_value_through_open_data_0.pdf
17

Except perhaps for the desirability of standards.
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That is, has no privacy or security concerns.
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Figure 5 summarises an Open Data approach. Since it relies on ‘Data Infrastructure’ that already
exists, there is little downside (and often significant benefit) in seeking to extract extra value from
Open Data.
However, an Open Data approach is at heart a ‘by chance’ rather than ‘by design’ approach, i.e.
we gamble that ‘good will come’ rather than design and plan for specific outcomes.19 The contrast
between a city ‘by design’ approach and a ‘by chance’ approach is shown graphically in
Appendix A. While in practice Open Data approaches have proven valuable, they do not help us
design future cities and communities nor help us identify gaps and opportunities.
In practice, cities should adopt both ‘from goal down’ (by design) and ‘from foundations up’ (open
data) strategies simultaneously. A goal-down approach helps cities prioritise the order that open
data sets should be released.

Figure 5: Open Data approaches are ‘foundations up’ with no particular solutions or goals in mind.

19

An Open Data strategy is like a farmer fertilizing an empty field to see what will grow. A ‘by design’ approach would be to decide on the crop he
wants to grow first then work accordingly. The fact that open data strategies add real value is a testament to the high value of data not to the
approach!
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Future Proofing
Where possible our goals and supporting data infrastructure should be future proof so that our
effort applied to solving challenges is enduring and brings lasting benefit. We can save money by
implementing once and doing it well.
In a world of rapidly changing technologies and options it is often hard to imagine that anything
can ever be ‘future proof’. When it comes to future city challenges we can contribute to future
proofing by the following:
 Casting all short-term goals in the context of longer-term visions for a better future.
 Always looking forward by considering plausible ideal futures and plausible ideal user/customer
experiences.
 Understanding and meeting fundamental customer needs20 and desires (ideal world) rather than
just responding to behaviour determined by current circumstances that may change.
 Where possible focussing on the intangible components of the solution (see Section 6.1).
 Recognising and planning for ideal plausible or likely future data infrastructure. For example, if
in the plausible future we expect to have access to particular data (or particular models and
analytics) then these elements are future proof.
 When necessary using scenario planning techniques to explore the boundaries of likely futures
to reveal the common future-proof elements (see Section 6.2).
 Use of products and services that adhere to industry standards (where they exist).

6.1 Intangibles and Tangibles
When we consider future products and services, the tangible, physical items — the product side —
are likely to change with time, technology and customer preference. Service-related intangibles
however, are less likely to be tied to changes in the physical world.
For example, in the world of tourism the intangibles pertaining to good customer satisfaction
include ‘having problems solved and requests answered on time’, ‘friendly approach’ and
providing ‘useful advice’.21 These requirements for a quality service are very unlikely to change
under any future scenario. Similarly the requirements for the data infrastructure to deliver such
customer satisfaction are unlikely to change, i.e. the data infrastructure needs to make available
the right data/information, and also facilitate the communication of that information to the
customer in a timely manner.
In logistics for example, the ability to know and share the current location of a freight consignment
is fundamental to: providing customer assurance that the freight is progressing well; and assisting
a receiver successfully ‘meet’ the freight to take possession. Importantly, the data infrastructure

20

Maslow’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs is tied to fundamental human needs and is
therefore future proof.
21

Relationships of the Tangible and Intangible Elements of Tourism Products with Overall Customer Satisfaction, 2010,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/272909611_Relationships_of_the_Tangible_and_Intangible_Elements_of_Tourism_Products_with_Ove
rall_Customer_Satisfaction
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requirement for capturing and sharing the data item ‘current freight location’ doesn’t change
under different technology scenarios. It is the same for delivery by any type of technology, e.g.
truck, drone or even teleportation!

6.1.1 Intangibles
The following — and the data and data flow22 elements of data infrastructure that supports these
— are more likely to be future-proof. While here we use mostly transport and mobility examples
the concepts are equally valid in other domains.
 Goals and measures:
– Customer service and satisfaction goals such as timeliness, minimum waiting, helpfulness,
being kept informed.
– City indicators and metrics.
 Intangibles that enable personalised services and personalised customer experience.
 The data and data flow elements of data infrastructure related to service delivery.23 Examples
include:
– Payment systems
– Booking systems
– Planning systems
– Logistics and mobility, e.g. origin-destination, location, intention, bookings, plans and
appointments, availability and capacity.
 Markets, economics
 Marketplaces
Note that not all intangibles are future-proof. Examples include:
 Changes in customer or societal preferences or priorities can result in very different futures, e.g.
a desire to eschew robotics and autonomous vehicles. The implications of these possible shifts
are best addressed by Scenario Planning techniques (see Section 6.2).
 The implementation of the model and analytics elements of data infrastructure can change
according to data quality and availability. Furthermore as fresh data becomes available the
analytical approach may also need to evolve. However the requirements or questions asked of
the models are less likely to change, e.g. ‘What is the estimated travel time from A to B on the
road network?’
A key generalisation of this thinking is as follows:
The data and data flows that underpin future-proof intangibles will be future-proof.

22

Data flows are the movement, sharing or exchange of data between actors.

23

This is the ‘what’ information is stored and exchanged not the ‘how’.
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We only need to get this right once. Then we have set our city on a strong course for the future.

6.1.2 Tangibles
By way of contrast to Section 6.1.1 preceding, the visions, goals and solutions that are tied to the
physical world and technology are difficult to make future-proof. Once again we’ll focus on
transport and mobility examples. These include:
 Goals tied to physical service delivery, e.g. ‘commuter travel time is less than 30 minutes’.
 Changes to transport technologies and preferences (e.g. autonomous vehicles, car, bicycle, train,
bus…)
 Physical infrastructure, e.g. parking, parks, bridges, roads, buildings.
 Sensors, scanners and communications infrastructure, e.g. Internet of Things, Wi-Fi, 5G.24
 Technology
 Data infrastructure unique to specific technologies, e.g. drone control and drone
communications.
 Customer physical comfort and safety.

6.2 Future Proofing via Scenario Planning
Predicting the future is notoriously difficult! Despite our assertion in Section 0 that some aspects
can be made future-proof, many other aspects of our future cities will change in ways that we
can’t predict. These are usually tied to changes to the physical world (e.g. technology
advancements or external factors such as climate change or international politics), or tied to
changes in societal attitudes and priorities (e.g. prioritising environmental outcomes over financial
gain). How can we still plan with confidence?
Techniques such as scenario planning and foresight analysis25 can be useful in these circumstances
where uncertainty is high. Rather than try and predict the most likely future, in scenario planning
we seek to ‘bracket the target’26 by considering (say 4) contrasting but plausible scenarios. This
approach builds confidence that the likely future will lie somewhere between the bracketing
alternatives. Then, if we can devise a design strategy that is valid for these quite different
‘possible futures’ it will be robust and future-proof — meeting the requirements of the future.

24

These are ‘how’ information is captured and exchanged, not the ‘what’ information is captured and exchanged.

25

https://data61.csiro.au/en/Who-we-are/Our-programs/Expertise-Insight

26

Bracketing is an aiming technique used in artillery where shots may be deliberately aimed long and short of the likely correct range
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/bracketing. In this case our ‘target’ is the actual future.
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Thinking about Future City Innovation
Every Australian city and community should seek not only to address the challenge, ‘How to
improve my city and build better ones going forward?’ but also, ‘How can we generate wealth for
Australia with these new skills?’
Australia needs to reduce its dependency on selling resources and instead develop new products
and services that it can market to the world. Smart cities are a rapidly evolving innovation
marketplace and provide many opportunities for innovation leadership. But if we simply copy
others or purchase off-the-shelf solutions from overseas we can never do this.
Our Future Cities thinking needs to answer the questions, ‘How can we be innovative?’ and ‘How
do we do this well?’ and innovate ‘efficiently’.

7.1 Being Truly Innovative — ‘What are we doing differently?’
Copying is not innovation.
When sailing boats sail against the wind they make zigzag paths to reach their goal. During a race
— due to subtle swings in wind direction — slower boats can outperform faster ones by making
the right choice to ‘zig’ (say to the left) when the boat in front is choosing to ‘zag’ (to the right). In
fact, even if you are a fast boat coming from behind, you can only overtake by choosing at some
points to ‘zig’ when leading boats are ‘zagging.’ Thus to win, at some point you must take a
different course to the boat in front. The same is true of innovation. If all we ever do is copy the
lead of others we can never take the lead ourselves. The trick is knowing when and how to
deviate from their path.
Trailing boats think very carefully before choosing to take a different course to the leader because
there is a risk of falling further behind if they get it wrong. Our vision-driven framework ensures
that we contemplate how, why and when our city strategies should be different. It helps us make
considered decisions when to change course compared to others.
This paper promotes a vision-driven framework on how to be truly innovative.

7.2 Maximise ‘Innovation Efficiency’
We want to be efficient in how we innovate, i.e. we want to get the maximum ‘bang for every
innovation dollar’ spent. How do we achieve this?
In the sailing analogy (Section 7.1) improving our innovation efficiency is analogous to working on
making our boat faster than the competition.27 Racing sailors spend a lot of time on this.
For future cities the key elements to this are collaboration between cities and citizen/customer
engagement.

27

As discussed in Section 7.1 the fastest boats don’t always win — but speed helps!
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7.2.1 Collaboration
Rethinking our approach to Future Cities equally requires a rethink on how and why we
collaborate.
While competition for high rankings in headline goals such as sustainability or liveability arguably
spurs cities on to greater investment in smart city transformations, if this rivalry spreads to the
technological and project levels, investment dollars are unnecessarily wasted.
Intercity rivalry and competition fosters cultures of isolation, mistrust and secrecy. This hinders
learning and must invariably lead to fragmented solutions and the unwitting repetition of past
errors — none of which are conducive to rapid and efficient innovation. The casualties are
innovation, national excellence and the opportunity to develop world-leading competencies.
Modern primary school education practices use a mix of collaboration and competition. Children
work collaboratively around shared tables to assist each other's education, yet there is also an
element of competition when it comes to end-of-year results. In a similar way, in order to achieve
excellence on the world stage and develop new competencies, cities need to understand clearly
where to collaborate and where to compete.
Table 3 outlines some of the goals of collaboration. Federal governments and associations can
help by putting in place mechanisms to support the ‘How’ of collaboration in Table 3.

Table 3: Key collaboration strategies.
GOAL
Change destructive
competitive cultures.

Don’t repeat mistakes
nationally.

HOW
 Invest in collaboration. Join a ‘Smart Cities’ association.
 Reward good collaborative behaviours.
 Re-evaluate and decide where to compete and where to collaborate.
 Mentor one another.
 Invite observers from other cities to smart city projects at all stages.
 Publish your projects, interests and progress on web portals.
 Assist in replicating (and improving) successes in other cities.
 Share your failures.
 Encourage open ‘fast fail’ cultures rather than ‘failure is not an option’ cultures. 28

Share data as a national
resource

 Make your data and information nationally available. Support Open Data initiatives
and seek nationally standard approaches to data management.

Support national tools

 Support integration of solutions (data, models and algorithms) into national
toolsets that address future city problems.

Share best practice across
cities.

While collaboration may appear to be an overhead, by contributing to national ‘innovation
efficiency’ it becomes an investment instead.

7.2.2 Citizen and Customer Engagement
The modern approach to product development engages customers at an early stage to ensure the
product and market assumptions are valid. Deep customer engagement keeps innovation relevant

28

While governments and many organisations struggle to admit failed initiatives, entrepreneurs and innovators often embrace failure as a
necessary part of learning. Understanding and sharing what went wrong is usually much more interesting then boasts about success.
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and vastly increases the chances of success. This approach is equally valid for cities — where the
primary customer is the citizen.29 We consider this as another aspect of ‘innovation efficiency’,
since we don't want to waste innovation dollars by creating things the customer doesn't want or
won’t use.
However, when engaging customers, to get the right answers we must ask the right questions. The
right questions always dig below the surface to discover true customer needs and motivations and
‘ideal world’ use cases.
Understanding Customer Motivation
It is sobering to consider that the customer deep down may not want the product or solution we
are selling, but is forced by circumstances to use it. This is not a good foundation for a business!
How do we provider better, more relevant solutions?
To do this well we need to understand customers at the deepest level of their real motivations and
real desires. Simply observing what they do by statistics, or surveys focusing on immediate
customer problems, may never reveal these. For example, some studies claim that millennials
don't want to own cars and don't aspire to own a home. But are these choices their ideal, or are
they being constrained by an environment of cost, convenience and circumstance?30
The risk is that customer behaviour under the current environment might change unexpectedly
when the environment changes. So when technology changes disrupt the status quo, we might be
caught unaware by our customers’ choices.
For example, the advent of autonomous vehicles could reduce road congestion. However, what if
most bus commuters secretly dislike shared rides and public transport, and then single-occupant
autonomous vehicles suddenly became cheap and ubiquitous? Commuters may flock to the new
alternative and dramatically increase road congestion instead.
Another example is how the city and transport service providers should think about customer
motivation and mobility. We should begin by simply recognising that most people travelling in a
city are doing so with a goal in mind that has nothing to do with the journey. Their goal is not to
travel, or even to arrive on time.31 For example, their goal may be to have a successful meeting
with a doctor. However, advances in technology such as ‘remote diagnostics’32 means that in the
future the mobility requirements for this use case may change. Perhaps they won’t need to travel
at all for a simple check-up.
Thus, when it comes to mobility, for a city to truly serve its citizens it must understand and help
them meet their ‘journey end goals’.
Ultimately, focussing on real customer and community needs will make our cities more resilient to
change and more liveable.

29

But also includes all actors interacting with the city.

30

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/02/23/millennial-money-myths-the-truth-about-homes-cars-and-ownership.html

31

Some exceptions include sightseeing tourists and some cyclists — where the journey process is part of the goal.

32

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remote_diagnostics
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Here and Now
On the surface, tackling the daunting task of building a smart city by focussing on ‘real world
problems’ and solving them ‘one problem at a time’ seems to make sense. It breaks a complex
challenge into doable pieces. With this approach our strategy might be to engage customers via
surveys and focus groups with the goal of discovering the problems of ‘here and now’.
This approach however, can perpetuate the problem of only discovering the point problems of the
‘here and now’ while neglecting the context of an all-encompassing forward-looking vision. This
leads to short-term benefit at the cost of fragmentation and walled gardens that hinder future
innovation. (See also the Section 5.3.1.)
In contrast, we want to address the problems of the ‘here and now’ with solutions that support an
ideal integrated future. Thus when we tackle a specific problem we do so by creating, then placing
a puzzle piece in its rightful place of the ‘big picture’ even though, for now, many other pieces
don’t yet exist (see Figure 6). Thus the ‘big picture’ determines each puzzle piece’s correct shape
and location. Our ‘data infrastructure’ provides the ‘table’ — the solid foundations on which to
build the puzzle.

Figure 6: With a ‘city by design’ approach we know the smart city pieces we need in advance.

Co-creation and Agility
The customer can play an active role through the complete process — from formulating and
validating to the visions and goals to assisting us design and build solutions. This is called cocreation. When combined with an agile approach to solution development co-creation becomes a
powerful technique to ensure the solution will succeed in the marketplace.
The agile approach reduces project risk and increases the chances of developing a product the
customer really wants. The approach effectively breaks a large project into a smaller number of
trial-and-error learning steps. Project direction and priorities are continually updated and
validated as learning develops. As a result the end product may be quite different to the original
concept but is almost certainly one that really meets the customer need.
Living Laboratories
Living labs are a modern approach to achieving cost-effective innovation. Establishing a living lab
is one way to ensure that customer and stakeholder engagement is a structured and ongoing
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process. In an Urban Living Lab33, citizens and stakeholders become willing participants in science
experiments, technology trials and co-creation of solutions — once again increasing the likelihood
of success and insuring the customer relevance of the projects.
Ideally an urban living lab will have participation from not just citizens but also government,
research and industry organisations.

City by Design in Practice
How do we get started in a city ‘by design’ approach?
Our goal for this process is to determine the ‘data infrastructure’ required to meet our goals for
our city. In the process we want to cross examine and refine our city goals.
We want the goals and supporting data infrastructure to meet three main priorities:

Future
Proof

Priorities
Citizen
Focused

High
Impact

Figure 7: Data infrastructure priorities.

Future Proof
Where possible our goals and supporting data infrastructure should be future proof so that our
efforts put into solving challenges are enduring and bring lasting benefit. Ways to achieve future
proofing are explained in Section 0.
Citizen Focus
Ultimately a city is for its citizens. A citizen focus keeps us grounded on the true purpose of a city.
A citizen focus forces us to continually question our perception of fundamental customer
motivations, needs and desires, and work at meeting those needs as a priority.

33

For example the CSIRO’s https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/LWF/Areas/Resilient-cities-21C/Urban-challenges/Urban-Living-Lab
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High Impact
We want to prioritise our attention to data infrastructure and city goals that have high impact.
High impact data infrastructure elements are those that support a multitude of higher level goals.
Where possible we use a holistic approach to better capture the full impact and broader benefits
of any data infrastructure that meets our own specific interest.

8.1 City by Design Methodology
The following steps can be conducted as part of a methodology to discover data infrastructure
requirements. We advocate a brainstorming approach where we initially put aside all constraints
such as privacy, cost, ownership, market, commercial and political considerations etc.

8.1.1 Start with City Goals
We assume the starting point is one of the city goals relevant to the domains of the workshop
participants — the ‘starting goal’.

8.1.2 Cross Examine
During this process we ‘cross examine’ the starting goal to reveal its deeper intent, assumptions
and implications. We want to confirm that it’s the right goal to focus on. Questions at this point
include:
 Is it a means to achieving a deeper more fundamental goal that is not being explicitly
recognised?
 Is it addressing a temporary problem or a fundamental enduring one?
 How does it contribute to longer-term visions for a plausible ideal future?
 Who is/are the customer(s)? How does meeting this goal contribute to meeting fundamental
customer needs and desires or is it meeting a circumstantial need?
If necessary recast the goal to an improved version or supplement it with related goals. We may
want to align some city goals to internationally accepted metrics, e.g. city indicators.

8.1.3 Develop Use Cases
Once we have refined the goals and vision we can express these as a variety of use cases that
capture what success (or an ‘ideal world’) looks and feels like to a typical user/customer. These
uses cases help make the vision for a better future real and help answer the question, ‘What
problems are being solved?’

8.1.4 Explore Context – Work Upward to Higher Level and Other Goals
We now take our refined starting goal and fit it into a context of overarching city goals. This
holistic approach will help us understand the value and importance of the original stated goal and
its contribution to the broader picture.
For every goal we capture (if known) its stakeholders — organisations and individual actors.
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8.1.5 Derive City Questions from Goals
Every city goal has related ‘city questions’ that actors, stakeholders or solution providers need
answered. Each question helps us transition from abstract goals to concrete requirements for
elements of data infrastructure. The questions force us to consider what kinds of data
infrastructure would be required to provide answers. As we explore ideal plausible futures, goals
and use cases we can begin to compile a list of these ‘city questions’.

8.1.6 Work Downward to Requirements for Data Infrastructure
We now take our refined starting goal and work downward through sub-goals and city questions
until we reach the data infrastructure required to meet those goals. During this process we may
come across requirements for apps and services that don't yet exist. We can keep note of these as
required, keeping in mind that our primary goal is to uncover the data infrastructure that will
support those apps and services.
We also identify the goals and elements of data infrastructure that are future-proof, to see which
are worthy of more attention.
At this point we also identify requirements for the quality of our data infrastructure to ensure its
‘fitness for purpose’. For example, the data that is available today may have limited applicability
or be poor quality. If this is the case our thinking and planning should be looking forward to the
benefits of improved quality future data infrastructure.

8.1.7 Work Upward to Determine Impact and Value of Data Infrastructure
We want to capture the impact of the data structure on other city goals. To do this we work
upwards from our data infrastructure to other goals. This holistic approach broadens and
increases the value of the data infrastructure of interest. It helps us identify other stakeholders
and potential sponsors for the proposed data infrastructure.
If some data infrastructure already exists we can use this opportunity to identify the benefits of an
improved quality data infrastructure.

8.1.8 Identify other Benefits, e.g. Australian Innovation
Now is a good opportunity to consider state and national benefit. Up until now we have been
considering how the right data infrastructure might benefit our city. Having the right data
infrastructure in place, however, is likely to be an asset for innovation and capability building for
new industries and services into global markets.
 What are the benefits to Australian capability and innovation system of having the right data
infrastructure accessible to innovators?
 Does access to this data infrastructure put us in a world-leading position?
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8.1.9 Work through Implications
For many, this is where the real challenges and work begins. This is where we start tackling the
issues and potential barriers that we have put aside during our brainstorming process. Questions
here include:
 Will the free market provide the data infrastructure required? If not what are the alternatives?
 Can we buy the data (data infrastructure) we need from existing sources? Or can we obtain
access to the data infrastructure we need by simply setting clauses in contracts from service
providers? Are these approaches future proof?
 Do we need some kind of data platform? Who will own it? Who will pay? What governance
structure is required?
 Are there privacy issues? How do we get permission to capture and use the data? How do we
control access?
 Are there cultural issues? Can we expect push-back from citizens or stakeholders to our data
infrastructure plans? Do we need an education and ‘sales’ campaign to convince concerned
stakeholders of the benefits?34 Do we need to provide incentives or regulation to drive
adoption and change?
 Can we do this alone? Do we need partners to implement a plan to enable data infrastructure?

8.1.10 Create a Draft Design Blueprint
We should now have a good idea of what we want to achieve and how this might be done. We
package our progress so far into a design blueprint that captures the vision, goals and design
choices made so far.

8.1.11 Seek Validation and Feedback
Where possible we should seek to test and validate our design blueprint of vision, goals, use cases
and implications for data infrastructure, governance and privacy etc. with relevant users and
stakeholders.
Based on this feedback we may need to revisit earlier steps until we have a workable35 design.

8.1.12 Prioritise and Create a Strategic Road Map
We now set priorities and create a strategy. Part of this strategy may be a plan to convince
citizens and stakeholders and ‘sell’ the benefits of change. Our analysis will most likely have
revealed many gaps and barriers that have to be addressed over time. A strategic road map
tackling these issues will provide the pathway to achieving the vision.

34

Note that in our ‘city by design’ process we have clearly identified benefits and importantly the benefits from a user or citizen perspective. Also
we will have developed use cases as examples of this improved future. This material should help us ‘sell’ the concepts to concerned stakeholders.
35

Note: ‘workable’ does not mean ‘understood and approved by all’ but rather a design worth exploring further.
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8.1.13 Decide Success Measures
Where possible we should make our progress toward our vision and goals measureable.

8.2 Mobility Example – 30 Minute City
One mobility goal for a city is that no journey or commute within the city should take more than
30 minutes — a ‘30 minute city’36. This goal has been identified as an indicator in Australia’s
federal government’s ‘National Cities Performance Framework’. Results for car travel are given in
Figure 8.37
This is the ‘starting goal’ for the (partially) worked example that follows.
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Figure 8: Percentage of jobs accessible within 30 minutes by car for Australian cities.

Cross Examine
During this process we ‘cross examine’ the starting goal to reveal its deeper intent, assumptions
and implications. For example we can ask, ‘Why do we want a 30 minute city?’ Because:
 It is uncomfortable and frustrating for our citizens to be sitting in traffic.
 Long travel times means lost productivity and lower economic prosperity and a poorer economic
sustainability.

36

https://theconversation.com/the-30-minute-city-how-do-we-put-the-political-rhetoric-into-practice-56136

37

Source: SGS Economics and Planning and the Australian Government, (2017) National Cities Performance Framework, p11.
https://cities.infrastructure.gov.au/performance-framework
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We also want to explore the customer motivation behind a goal. Is the stated goal hiding a deeper
more fundamental need?
 How does a ’30 minute city’ relate to a customer’s ideal experience of mobility?
 What is the customer’s ideal experience?
 Why is the customer travelling? Note this is captured in the purple boxes (lower right) of Figure
9. Most customers have a personal ‘Journey End Goal’ which happens to require travel. It is
important to understand and help customers meet such goals.
 If the main end goal of the journey is to arrive at work on time, is the problem one of congestion
and travel times or one of creating jobs closer to where people live, or providing work from
home options?
Develop Use Cases
In this example we may want to explore use cases for commuters travelling in personal (single
occupant) private vehicles, shared (multi-occupant) private vehicles and multi-modal public
transport.
Explore Context – Work Upward to Higher Level and Other Goals
Our first step is to take this goal and place it in a context of higher level goals. An indicative
example is shown in Figure 9. Note: for brevity in Figure 9 we don’t write complete goals but
show the category titles, e.g. ‘pollution’ includes goals for reduced CO2, etc.
Derive Questions from Goals
These are questions derived from our goal of a ’30 Minute City’ that key actors/stakeholders will
want answered. The questions help us consider what kinds of data and analytics would be
required to provide answers. Examples for a road network operator might include:
 What is the current congestion (or travel time across a region)?
 What will the congestion be in 15 mins time?
 What vehicle mix is on a particular network region?
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Figure 9: Mobility Example. Starting from a '30 Minute City' goal we can work upward, to the higher-level goals
that provide the context for the ’30 Minute City’ goal.

Work Downward to Requirements for Data Infrastructure
Figure 10 extends Figure 9 downward with sub-goals and requirements for data infrastructure.
(Note that this diagram is not intended to be comprehensive but illustrative of the thought
process.)
Work Upward to Determine Impact and Value of Data Infrastructure
For the purposes of this example we’ll halt here (and not extend Figure 10 by working upward
from a data infrastructure element such as ‘vehicle location’ to additional goals and
interdependencies). Note however that the data infrastructure that supports a ’30 minute city’
goal will also support many transport and logistics goals and stakeholders.
A further example based on a pollution goal is given in Appendix B.
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Figure 10: Mobility Example. Starting from a '30 Minute City' goal we can work downwards to requirements for
data infrastructure.
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Summary
This white paper outlines a case for taking a fresh look at future cities and provides a methodology
for doing so.
We have introduced the concept of ‘data infrastructure’ as a term that encapsulates the
foundational intangibles of the data, the computer models, the analytics and the data flows that
underpin solutions and goals for a city. It is infrastructure in the sense that it is foundational and
should be designed and planned in advance of need in a similar manner to physical infrastructure.
We describe a methodology that provides a framework to assess the value and impact of various
elements of data infrastructure. In the process we demonstrate how both goals and data
infrastructure can be made future proof further justifying implementation.
We also recognise that the benefits of access to good data infrastructure goes beyond building
and rejuvenating better cities. It can underpin an innovation ecosystem that builds capability that
can be exported to the world.
In a ‘city by design’ approach the role and foundational importance of data and information
changes from being an afterthought — applied as required to supporting point solutions to point
problems — to becoming a strategic future city and future city innovation asset bringing longlasting benefit.

Smart City Jigsaw38

Our data infrastructure is the ‘table’ that supports the future city jigsaw puzzle. Each city solution
is a puzzle piece which, when available, fits naturally into the framework of future-proof vision and
goals.

38

‘Smart City Jigsaw’ is a derivative of photo courtesy of Tourism Australia (US Army images gallery) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons.
Licenced under CC BY 4.0 by CSIRO.
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Glossary
Table 4: Glossary.
TERM
Actor

EXPLANATION
An active participant in future city processes and interactions. Includes agencies,
individuals, stakeholders, representatives. Also includes virtual concierges, robots and
autonomous vehicles.

‘City’

The various agencies charged with aspects of making a city more sustainable, resilient and
liveable. This encompasses government, public authorities, and publically funded
organisations.

Customer

An actor being served by ‘the city’. A primary customer is the citizen but we also include
service providers who may be a customer of the city’s ‘data infrastructure’.

Data flow

The movement of data between actors, e.g. the act of sharing data, communicating,
making bookings, etc.

Data infrastructure

The intangibles of data, models, analytics and data flows (where ‘data flows’ are the
movement or sharing of data between actors or stakeholders as part of a service).
This is the how, when, where of data and information. It is infrastructure in the sense that
it should be designed and provisioned in advance of the need.
It is not physical infrastructure, nor blueprints, computer architectures or data models.

Data infrastructure
elements or
components

One or more of data, models, analytics, or data flows.

Future City and
Communities

Sustainable, resilient and liveable cities and communities. Smart cities.

Future proof

Some element that is unlikely to change over time or under different scenarios.

Innovation efficiency

Being highly effective and being innovative. That is achieving the most benefit and impact
from dollars spent on innovation.

Internet of Things

Smart sensors, devices and actuators that use the internet to as the means to provide
readings and receive commands.

Liveability

Liveable cities are great places to live and be. This concept embraces all aspects including:
safety, attractiveness, entertainment, fun.

Models
or Computer Models

Computer models are the mathematical representation or digital twin of the real world. If
the representation is good they can be used as design tools to predict outcomes. For
example they are used engineering to design and predict the performance of bridges,
aircraft etc.
For a city, models are the ‘tools’ that can answer tough questions, e.g. ‘What is my
congestion?’, ‘How can I fix it?’ or ‘Where should I build a school?’
Models are powered by analytics and data.

Resilience

Resilient cities can function under stress and survive change. This concept embraces
environmental, economic, social, and technological resilience goals including: economic
crashes, natural disasters, automation, job security, etc.

Smart City

A catch cry for fresh approaches to building, revitalising or operating our cities in smarter
and more effective ways in order to achieve city goals.
For some practitioners it is more specifically tied to the role of data and technology in
creating more sustainable, resilient and liveable cities.

Sustainability

Sustainable cities are beneficial and endure without accumulating negative impact. This
concept embraces environmental, economic and social sustainability goals including:
wealth, productivity, justice, equity, health and well-being, energy, pollution, population,
etc.
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Appendix A City ‘by Design’ or ‘by Chance’?
Figure 11 summarises the benefits of a ‘by design approach’ applied to Future Cities and
Communities. The by design approach recognises the role that data and ‘data infrastructure’ plays
in meeting a city goal — in this case ‘City as a Personalised Service’.39

Figure 11: Concept map. Implications of city ‘by design’ or ‘by chance’ approaches.
(Matching colours highlight matching concepts from the two different approaches).

39

This is a goal for a citizen or user experience of the intangibles of customer service. The goal is the user feels like he or she is receiving VIP level of
customer attention and care.
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Appendix B Pollution Example
This example demonstrates ideas for the methodology applied to a pollution example. See also
Section 8.2 for a mobility example.
Starting Goal
“Keep localised air pollution below 0.25 ppm”
Higher Level Context Goals
 Sustainability ➜ Social ➜ Health and Well-Being ➜ Pollution
 Sustainability ➜ Environmental ➜ Pollution
 Sustainability ➜ Economic ➜ Attractive City ➜ Pollution
 Liveability ➜ Attractive City ➜ Pollution
 Resilience ➜ Environmental ➜ Pollution Mitigation ➜ Pollution
Cross Examine the Goals
What is the ideal plausible future we want to enable?
Actors/Stakeholders of Starting and Context Goals
 Environmental officers within Local, State and Federal Govt.
 Health officers within Local, State and Federal Government
 Road network operators with transport authorities
 Citizens
 Urban planners government and industry
Actor questions derived from the goals
 What is the localised air pollution now?
 What is the localised air pollution predicted to be in two hours?
 What are the primary causes of localised air pollution?
 Is there a correlation between localised air pollution and vehicle type (e.g. trucks) passing by?
 What is the fix/mitigation tactic?
Work Downward to Requirements for Data Infrastructure
 What is the ideal data infrastructure to support our ideal-plausible-future use cases?
 What is the ideal data infrastructure to answer the actor questions?
 Where are the gaps?
 Where are we relying on compromise data infrastructure, e.g. too crude or inaccurate?
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Road Mapping
 What is the roadmap from where we are to the future — governance, policy, regulation
partnership, changes etc. required to support future data infrastructure?
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Appendix C The Role of Data in Cities
Many believe new approaches to how we use data and information will be the key to unlock our
ability to meet our headline city goals. For some practitioners, the concept of the Smart City is all
about data and technology.40 This section covers some of the key considerations pertaining to
data in cities.

C.1

Design and Operations

Increasingly, a combination of measurement (data) and models (real-world mathematical
simulations) enables us to reliably predict outcomes and remove the guesswork from complex
decisions. Using the scientific method, data and analytics are used to develop and calibrate
models. The models are the design tools used to predict or explore outcomes for real or
hypothetical scenarios.
In a city context models are used both for design and operations. Examples of the former are
digital models of new buildings traffic simulations to predict the traffic in new suburbs before they
are built. Models are also used operationally, for example when predicting the future estimated
time of arrival for a bus based on its current location, its current intentions and the predicted
traffic conditions.

C.2

Insights

Data and analytics can provide insights into the health and well-being of the city and can be used
to measure progress towards better outcomes.

C.3

Services

Finally, the sharing (or ‘flow’) of data and information between stakeholders is fundamental to
many of the services of the city. Wayfinding information, advertising, entertainment events,
weather, travel plans, availabilities, bookings, predictions and payment data, are all part of the mix
when providing new and improved services.41 These data flows are the connection between
actors in the city, e.g. customers to service providers.

C.4

Data Sensitivity

Every piece of data has some sensitivity or privacy considerations that govern who can access the
data. Cities need to be aware of their legal obligations in this regard and need to actively manage
any risks.

40

We prefer a broader definition, see Glossary Section 10.

41

The requirement for many of these data elements are ‘future-proof’ and don’t change under future scenarios. See Section 0.
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Figure 12 shows three broad categories of data and the general characteristics of each.

Closed
Data

Club
Data

Open
Data

Sensitivity:
High

Sensitivity:
Mixed

Sensitivity:
None

Access:
Owner
Only

Access:
Members
Only

Access:
Anyone

Quality:
Higher?

Quality:
Medium?

Quality:
Lower?

Value:
Higher?

Value:
Medium?

Value:
Lower?

Figure 12: Broad data categories and considerations.

Closed Data
Closed data is highly sensitive data and requires the owner or source’s permission before being
captured or shared. If the owner is a commercial entity, it is likely the owner has invested more in
its collection and quality so it is likely — but not guaranteed — to have a higher value and quality.
The difficulty to gain access to this data makes it more ‘rare’ and therefore contributes to its value.
Club Data
Club data is only sensitive if exposed outside the ‘club’ of trusted members. Owners must invest
to expose the data to one another and to manage security and data quality going forward.
Open Data
Open data has no restrictions at all and can be freely published and shared. This doesn't happen
by chance; ‘owners’ or data producers must invest to clean and expose the data to the outside
world — typically on the internet via web-based technologies. While the cost and risk of doing so
might be low, the benefits may not be evident to the owner. Open data strategies are often seen
as a means for government to both demonstrate transparency and stimulate innovation. (See also
the discussion in Section 5.3.4 and D.4.2 following.)

C.4.1

Extracting Maximum Value from Closed Data

Sometimes closed data can be aggregated into less sensitive results that can be freely published as
open data, e.g. the average income for residents of a suburb. Or sometimes closed data can be
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obfuscated, de-identified or anonymised so that the information cannot be tied back to specific
sources.42
Sometimes highly sensitive closed data can be encrypted yet still provide value. Today, cuttingedge analytics techniques enable us to do mathematics on encrypted data sets. This means for
example that competitors could provide encrypted data to a third party who — though unable to
read the original data sets — has special algorithms that can calculate results (such as an average)
using encrypted data only. In this manner the sensitive data is never exposed.43
Most data begins its life as closed data. Though the data has no sensitivity at all it is not accessible
to the ‘outside world’. For example, it sometimes resides in a personal data store of an individual
in local government. Individuals can be highly protective of their data imputing it with a value and
sensitivity that it doesn’t objectively possess. They may also have concerns about the how the
data is applied by others, and that it may be applied without due consideration to its shortcomings
or quality. Many local governments recognise these internal cultural barriers and the potential
value of non-sensitive data that is inadvertently locked up.

C.4.2

Approaches to Data — Open Data

Open data approaches have found popularity among governments because they are seen as easy
pathways to stimulate innovation. The principle is that data often has a ‘hidden’ value beyond its
original purpose and if made openly accessible to anyone — and potentially combined with other
data sets — will stimulate opportunities for new insights, services and outcomes.
The open data approach has been recognised as being valuable on many occasions. Sometimes
the chief user of a dataset made open to the public by one government department is another
government department!
Though proven valuable, the open data approach to stimulating innovation is one of chance and
serendipity, not of design. It's a bit like throwing fertilizer on a field and seeing what (if anything)
will grow. By contrast, in a ‘city by design’ approach we start with a crop plan, then plant the
seeds and set up the environment for the successful crop we want to see grow.
For a given city goal, the ‘city by design’ approach identifies very early on the requirements for
data to support the goal. This includes what datasets can be made ‘open’ which ones must be
keep private or ‘closed’ and which ones are in between, i.e. best made accessible to a select few.

C.4.3

Sensitive Data Trade-Offs

There is a trade-off between types and qualities of services and privacy. Personalised services
often require the sharing of personal data. For example when a driver uses a navigation app she is
sharing the travel plan and progress with the app provider. The provider extracts additional value
from the information by using it to feed a model that estimates travel times and congestion for
each road segment.

42

Doing this well requires consultation with experts. Data can sometimes ‘lose’ its anonymity when combined with other datasets

43

See Data61’s ‘Confidential Computing – Insights from data without seeing the data’, https://data61.csiro.au/en/Our-Work/Safety-andSecurity/Privacy-Preservation/Confidential-computing
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By adopting a ‘goal-down’ design process (Section 5) a city can understand and addresses privacy
challenges directly and not be caught by surprise. The good news is that citizens appear to be
increasingly comfortable with these trade-offs — opening the way for future data-enabled
services.

C.5

Data Quality

Data is assumed to be of sufficient quality when it is ‘fit for purpose’.44 This concept covers both
the accuracy of the data but also its application. Data collected with one application or goal in
mind may not be suitable for another. Before relying on data, or relying on the result of analytics
based on a variety of data sources, users should first review the quality of the data inputs.
Quantifying Uncertainty
Real-world data comes with uncertainty as to its accuracy. This may relate to how it was measured
in the first place or to its age, i.e. it may have a ‘use by’ date after which the data is no longer valid.
It is a mark of maturity when we recognise these limitations and formally include them in our data
capturing and reporting systems.
For example a temperature reading ideally should be accompanied by an uncertainty (error band)
and a confidence value such as: 22.0°C ± 2°C at 95% confidence.45 This means that from the
statistical knowledge of the accuracy of this temperature sensor the measurement system was
95% confident the real temperature reading lay somewhere between 20–24°C. (By way of
comparison, for the same temperature a higher quality sensor may read 22.6°C ± 0.5°C at 95%
confidence.)
The ‘confidence’ concept reminds us that trusting our data is in fact a calculated gamble. In our
example there was only a 5% statistical chance that the real reading lay outside the bounds given.
Note that in many cases where an analytical model takes multiple data inputs to derive a single
result, it is possible to calculate the influence of each data input on the result and therefore the
final uncertainty of the result itself. This becomes a powerful way of understanding how the
accuracy of our data impacts the accuracy of the ‘answer’ we rely on to make a decision.

C.6

Data Cost

There is an ongoing cost to capturing, storing and sharing data. Part of our ‘by design’ approach
provides a way to qualitatively value data taking into account its contribution to our goals, then
deciding who the most logical data custodian is. Future platforms may provide mechanisms to
trade data or cities may decide to be their own custodians of high value data. Regardless of these
possibilities the ‘by design’ approach helps cities decide what the ‘rules of the game’ for the data
marketplace need to be to ensure critical data infrastructure is not locked up and inaccessible.

44

http://www.egovernment.tas.gov.au/stats_matter/toolkit/data_quality

45

General Information on Uncertainty of Measurement, https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/nvlap/aplac_tc_010_issue_1.pdf
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The framework provides a means to understand the consequences of data being locked up and
inaccessible.
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